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Informatica PowerCenter to IICS Migration

For years, Informatica PowerCenter has been the most prominent 
platform for on-premises data integration, serving as a backbone of 
your analytics environment. Although a huge amount of effort, time, 
and resources have been invested in building business-related data 
pipelines, it falls short of contributing to today’s scaling and speeding 
demands for enterprises that only cloud-native platforms can offer. 

Informatica Intelligent Cloud Services provides the best-of-breed 
products for data integration, data ingestion, OOTB connectivity, data 
quality, serverless capabilities, and governance to optimize the costs 
& democratize data access while accelerating speed toward 
reaching a competitive edge. 

The perks of IICS are not limited to the ones mentioned above. With 
the wide range of additional benefits IICS has got to offer its users, 
you will see the bigger picture and achieve great results for your 
business. 

Read this blog, if you need to know more about 

IICS vs PowerCenter

However, with Informatica Intelligent Cloud Services IICS, you can 
embark on a cloud journey, modernize your enterprise data, leverage 
the cloud features, and accelerate time to value. The IICS platform 
strives and functions towards its sole objective to transform 
businesses digitally by modernizing the data management platform 
with data-driven goals. 

Absence of support for advanced cloud applications


Lack of real-time mass data processing and ingestion 


Limited scope for in-built/native connectors


High resource consumption for establishing and maintenance


Licensing constraints and heavy on the pockets

Cloud-first Cloud-native platform


Adds the needed productivity boost with value in infrastructure


Makes your tasks easier with great agility and high performance


Improved risk management and reduced vendor lock-in

The challenges with 
Informatica PowerCenter are

Well, here is why we recommend 

IICS over PowerCenter. 
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As a PowerCenter user for several years, you must have invested a lot 

of resources, time, and money, and made it your most valuable asset. 

There will be numerous workflows, sessions, mappings, commands 

and so much more sitting in this legacy warehouse, running the most 

critical ETL jobs every day. 

Not just the migration, our team at AVASOFT will provide the 

necessary workshops and training after the migration, to make it a 

seamless cloud transition for you. 

Although the tool migrates most flows and provides a detailed 

migration report, it does not actually keep up the promise of 

migrating all your assets from PC to IICS. 
But you don’t need to worry about your assets when you have 

decided to migrate from PC as they will be transferred to the IICS 

without any disruptions. We have a team of data engineers and cloud 

experts who will walk with you and support you throughout your 

PowerCenter to IICS migration journey. We will chalk out a 

comprehensive migration plan, tailor-made for your business needs. 

All the investments that you made in PowerCenter, along with the 

concepts, processes, assets, and institutional knowledge, will be 

transferred cautiously to IICS and we will help you make the most of it.

PowerCenter to IICS Migration

Quick, Safe, and Complete transition from PowerCenter 

to IICS – Only with AVASOFT!

But why AVASOFT when you have the PowerCenter to 

IICS Migration tool offered by Informatica itself for the 

migration?

The mapping which uses indirect connections for flat files in 

PowerCenter is not migrated by the tool. ‘Cos the process is 

changed to File-list in IICS.

When migrating a mapping with a connected lookup for a flat file, 


the connected object will not be there for the lookup object. 

The mapping which has XML as a source will not be migrated to IICS. 

Since the working of an XML parser is totally different from 

PowerCenter. 

The schedules of a Task flow to run them at a given specific time are 

not migrated. 
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Here are the limitations of the migration tool. 
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So, the PowerCenter to IICS migration tool offered by 
Informatica isn't enough to migrate all the assets. 

Here’s how we sketch the migration roadmap. 

Understanding your organization and business process   

Developing the ‘As-Is’ architectural diagram 

Map all the connections and configure the process to migrate the flat 

files too

Create entire XML flows manually to migrate them to IICS

Manually schedule all the task flow in the target after the migration 

based on dependency and priority

Manually create the connections and will make them valid in the target 
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Along with the migration using the tool, AVASOFT will

Let's check out the PC to IICS migration process. 

Step 1: Discover

When you are migrating from a legacy PowerCenter platform to a 
modern IICS platform, it is essential to have the right approach for a 
successful migration. Our migration plan includes a meticulous plan 
and supports even complex business processes with large-scale 
workload migration without any issues. 

We begin the migration planning by collaborating with your team and 
by discovering the key factors of the PowerCenter. We delve into the 
PowerCenter infrastructure, inspect the in and out of it, and curate the 
inventory for Task Flow, Mappings, Mapplets, Sessions, Parameters, 
Files, and UNIX Commands. 

This helps us identify the gaps and understand the roadblock if any. 
We believe having the challenges stated during the initial phase 
eliminates a lot of trouble later in the process and hence we leave no 
stone unturned to discover the gaps and loopholes. We use these 
details to develop an As-Is architectural diagram to describe the 
present state of your organization’s processes and capabilities. 

Discover 

Remediate Deploy Assess 

Migrate 
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Vetting challenges and proposing solutions

Presenting the best-fit future-state architecture proposal 

Step 2: Assess

In this phase, we assess your PowerCenter environment, and delve 
into the drafted ‘As-Is’ architecture diagram, to identify the crucial 
assets. We brainstorm and come up with the best and most feasible 
migration solution exclusively made for your business needs. 

After analyzing the PowerCenter workflows, we suggest the best-fit future architecture to adopt the IICS platform. The proposed desirable 
future-state architecture will encompass a complete data lifecycle from ingestion to analytics with appropriate toolsets.  

Depending upon the complexity and business needs, we collaborate with 
your stakeholders to discuss the migration scope and approach. You 
might want to exclude workflows or assets that are no longer in use and 
retire them before migration to avoid any clutter in the new platform. 

Modern

Cloud DWH/Datalake

Legacy

On-prem DWH
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Define the time-line for migration

After considering the size, complexity, migration strategy, and priorities of the flows based on dependencies, we include cost 
estimation and tentative deadlines to keep the collaboration crystal clear. We lay out detailed steps for deployment in the migration 
roadmap. 

Transferring the assets from PC to IICS 

Step 3: Migration

Our team gears up and activates the IICS environment by hosting the secure agent and creating all the necessary connections in the target 
infrastructure for making it up and ready. We include the migration readiness tests, map all the components, and proceed with the migration using 
the migration tool. We also suggest enhanced designs for the flows to increase efficiency and accelerate the migration sprints.

Fix the issues if any

Step 4: Remediate

We do not stop with just the migration process. Once the migration is done, we validate and orchestrate the flows, perform functional validation, 
and perform testing & tuning to ensure everything is running perfectly. The flows are run parallel on the on-prem and IICS, with the same source 
data to cross-check whether the output data is the same as expected in both environments. If we detect any migration issues or inconsistencies, 
we create strategies and fix them immediately with the most appropriate solution. 

Retire the existing legacy platform with Cutover

Once the migration sprints and delta updates are done, we plan and communicate the cutover of PowerCenter. We either perform incremental 
cutover with batches or go ahead with big-bang migration depending upon the volume and complexity of the flows. The IICS flows are repointed 
to the new target for a seamless integration. 
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Pass through the stages before the final deployment

Future Enhancements:

Step 5: Deploy

To streamline deployment results, we create separate workspaces for Development, 
Quality Assurance, and Production respectively. Instead of directly publishing the flows 
into the production, we leverage development pipelines and pass them across the three 
stages before reaching the deployment pipeline to ensure quality and efficiency. Our services do not end with development and 

support! Well, you are getting a lot more from us! 

Our team highlights the benefits & outcomes of IICS 
in the aspects of cost savings, performance, and 
efforts reduced to your executive team. We wind off 
with guaranteed support based on the SLA!

We step beyond the pre-defined timelines and are 
determined to add value to our collaboration and 
add more to your business. We recommend future 
enhancements for your DWH/Data Lake based on 
your business needs. With our recommendations, 
you will certainly have the scope to lead the 
marketplace with optimal success. 

Initiate your migration to the cloud and explore 
endless opportunities to scale! 

Want to migrate from PowerCenter to IICS? 

Let's connect! 

Once they are verified, they will be moved to the deployment pipeline making it easy to 
track the changes in a centralized manner. 

Post-Migration Support

We do not part ways once the migration is over. Post-migration, our team supports you 
in attaining technical expertise, user adoption, organizational change management 
plans, and much more with our series of training and workshops.

Helping you embrace the 


new platform post-migration

Executing the migration 


plan efficiently

Planning your migration 


meticulously
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